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ASTRID, A STORAGE RING FOR IONS ANI: ELECTRONS 

S.P. Mailer 
Institute of Physics, University of Aarh'Js 

DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark 

The storage ring, ASTRID, presently being 
built in Aarhus, Denmark, is described. First the 
storage ring will be used in laser experiments using 
teavy ions of low charge state injected from a 
low-energy isotope separator, At a later stage, it is 
planned to turn ASTRID into 9 VUV synchrotron 
radiation source. 

Introduction 

After the successful commissioning of the 
first low-energy storage ring in the world, LEAR, dis- 
cussIons started at our institatc- about the usefulness 
of a storage ring for heavy ions, using the existing 
accelerators as injectors. It became clear, that the 
gains from a storage ring can be twofold in our case: 
either to Increase the intensity of rare ions (in our 
case highly charged ions) or to increase the interac- 
tion time v:th ions. Tn the last case the storage ring 
acts as a vpry long beamline. To obtain a stored ion- 
beam current larger than available directly from our 
EN tnndrm it is, however, necessary to go to very 
high-energy highly-charged ions, because of intensity 
limitations on the stored beam. Later on, the idea 'was 
brought forward to use the storage ring for elcctons 
to produce synchrotron radiation. So the plan for the 
storage ring ASTRID is now first ix use it to st3r.C' 
low-energy ions of lor charge state from a 200 ItV 
isotope separator for laser experimc:,ts. Later on lhe 
synchrotron radiation facility will bc added. Finally, 
the possibility to inject highly-charged ions fror our 
tandem still exist. 

The storage ring is situated in a recently 

constructed laboratory in connection with the In- 
stitute of Physics, see fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Layout of the ASTRID laboratory. 
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In the lattice-design, attention had t3 be 
paid to both the ion and the electron operation. 
Furthermore the number of mngnet:c elements had to be 
minimized to keep the circumference small. The chosen 
lattice is a separated function BODOFOFODOB lattice as 

in LZAR. The dipole magnets are sector magnets with 
perpendicular beam incidence. The lattice functions 
are shown in fig. 2. We have a large horizontal 
B-function in the straight sections to facilitate 
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injectior:. Both R-functions a:-<' s~nl 1 in th? ~1'; poles, 
t.o have zi small synctlrot.?o:~ radint ion lig,ht S<)II:“CF 
:see later). The quadrupoles are prvuped in f'our 
famillps, and the> machine (‘iv be !-un -with clther two 
Or‘ four symmetric s,Jperperiods. The dispersion 
function for the four-super,perlod lattice is ShOWIi 

in fig. 1 as the dotted line. By exciting the two 
focusing doublets on fig. 2 dlfferent,ly it is 

possible to vary the dispersion in two consecutive 
straight sections between 2.7 m to 0 m an3 5.5 r:, re- 
spectively, as shown by the dashed line. And this can 
be done without changing t.he tunes. The main 

paranetcrs of ASTRID and the lattice with 4 s11- 
perperiods are given in table 1. The horizontal tune 

TABLE 1 Parameters of ASTRII) 

Magnetic rigidity 
Momentun, ME/q' 
Circumference 

Dipoles: no, field 
aperture (gcod field); 

her., vert. 

guadrupoles: no, field 
mag. length 
apertilre, (good field) 

Sextupoles: no, field 
mag. length 

Corr. dipoles: no, 
integrated field 

Focusing struCt*JrP 
____-- 

Hor., vert. tune 
momentum compaction 
chromaticities 
linear accqtances, her. 
vet-t. 
nomentuln 

2.0 Tm 
600 ?"eV/c, 163 MeV amu 
40 n 

4x2, 1.6 T 

15@(41^1~l, * 5 + 3,2(,?) nm - 

8x2, 6.7 T!m 
0.45 m 

+ 73(h3) mti- - 

8x2, 10 T/m' 
0.36 m 

12+8 
0.007 Tm 

4 superperiods 
BOCOFOFODCB 
2.29, 2.7? 
C.050 
-3.0, -8.0 
320 n mrm-ad 
60 77 mnnrad 

, ‘9 . 1 % 



is close to 2.33 so that a 3rd order resonant extrac- 
tion is possible. The natural chromaticities are fair- 
ly large f3r a proton ring but fairly small for an 
electron storage ring. Two families of 8 ssxtupoles 
each arc‘ ~nsirlled for chr?maticity corract.ion. The 
straight sections (fig. 1) are reserved for: 1: 
injection/extraction and diagnostics, 2: experiment, 
3: kickpr, RF, diagnosti cp and 4: ~l~ct:-o:i cooling. 

MELg”etS _----.. 

Dipoles: The sector-shaped dipoles have 3 ___- 
rnaxirnm field of 1.6 T, and two 45" dipoles share two 
coils 

1 

The rragnets wiil be ipdividually shimmed to 
have Bdl equal within 3 '10 over the good field 
region. 

Quadrupol~s: The quadrupoles have been shimmed - 
b' chamfering after which the scatter in the inte- 
grated gradien: within rach family j-, less than + 3 * 
1o-q. 

- 

Sextupoles and correction dipoles: 16 super- ____- 
posed dipoles and sextl.poles of air c:,rr t.ypc ,i4it.h an 
iron shield are used. The sextupoles are connected in 
2 families whereas the dipoles have individual power 
supplies. r II addition to the 8 hDrizonta1 and 8 
vertical correctors there are backlog windings or. the 
main dipoles. 

Injection/Extraction 

To save space, we have chosen an injection 
scheme with Only one kicker placed diametrically 
opposite to the septum. For the separator-ions both 
the septum and the kickrr are electrostatic, but for 
the 100 MeV electr‘oi:s from the inject-r microtron a 
magnetic srptlim rwd kicker wi; 1 be built;. A single 
twn injection will be used for- tht? heavy ions, in 
wt-:ictl <‘ilsc t.hc ions leave L-h<? sept Lrn at. ;1 small angle 
to the closed orbit. A multi-t:rrn inJection scheme 
with stnckinF, will bc, ~lr;r>d t"or th? rlfctrons. 

Vacuum system 

To have a long life-time agains.; charge- 
transfer (minutes) of the slow ions WC aim at a lo-'? 
tort- 'Jaculi",. 'i',,,, vacuum system is thus made i n 
stainless stef?l (316 LN), vacuum-fired and prepare? 
for a 3OD" C in-situ bake-cut. Thr, pressure will of 
CoursF be considerably higher when clectr3ns are 
stored, due t:, photo-desorption from the walls by 
synchrot.ron radiation. We hope, nevert.heless, to 
benefit, from the clean vacuum system and the large 
pumping speed installed (20 ion pumps and 24 suhlim- 
etion pumpsi whtan storing electrons. 

RF - 
We use a ferrite loaded cavi t.y with a 

frequency range of O.C-5 MHz for the treavy ions. The 
TRX. voltage per turn is 2 kV and \he overali length 
c f the cavity i s 0.5 n. For the electrons a 
capacitively londei! coaxial TEM cavity operating at 
104.9 MHz with a maximum voltage of 100 kV will be 
u:;?i?. Thv length of this wsonntor is 1.1 n. 

Diagnostics 

The position of the beam is derived from 8 
hor.zontal and H vertical positicn pick-ups. For the 
running-in 4 scintillation scI‘eetns viewed by TV- 
cameras arc: avallable. One lc,ngitudinal and two 
tr:SIlSvPrsP Schottky-noisa rick-ups am installed. The 
pi ck-up plate=. for the transverse? Schot:tky-detector 
al-e rrovatJl(, t-c- have a large aperture during setting-up 
Of‘ tllr mnchl"c ami to obtain a large trarsverse 
Schottky signal tly approaching the plates C~OSC t,? the 
beam w:,er-. opcarntlrig. F~rthermor~e cxcitstion electrodes 
at-P installed upstream of the i ransverse Schottky 
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pick-ups. Finally a beam-scraper 5s installed. A beant 
currer,t transformer and synzhrotronradiation monitor 
are foreseen for the electron. operation. 

ca-cooling _----- 

Electron cooling is being considered for the 
ion-operatioc. TO aain exper: ence wjth an electron 
cooling device, an eiectron cooler has been built for 
a single-pass experiment at our- Tandem. The aim is to 
study recombination processes, radiative, dielectronic 
and laser-induced, and this kind of study calls for 
the same qualities of the electron-beam as electr-on- 
cooling. The electron gun is a 10 mm diameter flat 
cathode Pierce gun with anode mesh and variable 
perveance. The electron energy range is lOO-25OC eV 
with a current of l-25 mA. The maximum solenoidal- 
toroidal field is 300 gauss. 

Ion beam experiments - Laser coolin& 

The stored ions are injected from a 200 kV 
isotope separator. The beam fro71 this accelerator has 
typically a transverse rmittanre of a fw nmmmrad an(1 
an energy spread of a fraction of an eV. For these 
SlOW ions the space-charge limit the circulating 
current to a fraction of a PA. The very small momentum 
spread could give problems with the longitudinal 
microwave instability for this current just as the 
longitudinal part of intrabeamscattering is "et-y 
strong. 

The most interesting experiments for 
accelerator physicist is probably the experiments 
1 aser cooling . The principle of laser cooling 
shown in fig. 3. The ion moving with velocity v0 f-4 - “0 -o- Q 
(=J’“j=y20 

an 
ot- 
is 

Fig. 3. Principle of laser cooling. 

absorbs a photon of momentum flq wtlr,reby it is excited 
to it's upper energy level. The photon is spontaneous- 
ly emitted in a random direction, and on the average 
the ion of mass M acquires a recoil velocity v &q/M 
in each absorption and spontaneous emissiw cycl:. I?Uf? 

to the Doppler shift of the laser photons only ions 
with a specific velocity can t,e excited by t.tre 
photons. By scanning the laser frequency across the 
velocity profile of the ion beam, all ions can be left 
with the same velocity. The laser merely acts as a 
snowplough traversing the velocity profile leaving the 
ions with a much narrower profile at a slightly higher 
(or lower) velocity. Transverse cooling can also be 
performed by having the laser beam at a fir.ite angle 
to the ion beam. klthough the recoil kick frc;m one 
photon absorption-emission is small, the coo1ir.g time 
can be mode very snail (10-*-l@-: set) due to th? 
strong laserbeam and the small lifetime of the excited 
ions. The final temperature, 
recoil, 

cofresp?nding to a single 
is also very small (10 -10 eV). 
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This coaling mechanisn is clear,:y far from 
universal, since very few ions have an appropriate 
energy level scYleme, hut it is hoped to be useful in 
they generation of‘ vcr-y cold beams. Tn these cold beams 
orscring, cr:ystallisat~on, wi 7 1 be important. 

ASTRln as a Vl!V synchrotron radiat i <)I? so\~r:;z ..,__...- ---__-..- .___.. ._.- 
Electrms are injected frwm a 100 Me'J 

racetrack microtron, now under const~ructi on, and a 
beam in the 100 mA region is accumulated in ASTRID 
before ?ccclerntion t.o the s:oragc energy, max. 600 
MrV. Faramctcrs of th? electron beam are given in 
tablr 7. 

TABLE 2 Electron beam parameters 

Energy 
RF-Voltag? 
RF-frequency 
Assuned x-z coupling 
Synchrotron radiation 
Critical energy, wavelength 
Her . , vcr. , energy danping 
msec. 
Touschek l.if'et irnt, nt 100 mR 
Bunch length 
Emittnnce 
Beam size at sntrancr of dip?lc 
Beam div. at Pntrancc of dipole 
Beam size in the middle of dipole 
Beam div. in middle of dip,?lr 

600 MeV 
100 kV 
104.9 MHz 
10% 
9.2 keV/turn 
0.38 keV, 32 A 
73 msec, 17 msec, ,? 

30 hnu:Y~ 
3.1 cm 
0.16 rmmmrad 
0.44 mm, 0.29 mm 
0.36 mr&, 0.06 mrnd 
0.50 mm, 0.06 mm 
0.32 mrad, 0.27 mr;ic 

The, fit,:;t. sync!~r~tron radiatiorl hrnml : T:F~?; will be foi 
x-ray microscopy, atomic physics and surface physics. 

Schedule 

Most parts have been constructed an3 the 
storag? ring till1 be assembled in 1988. A photograph 
from the ASTRIG lah. from april this year is sho,dn in 
fig. 4. The running in and first experiments will 

Fig. 4. Thi: ACTRID labnratory, april 1988. 

Fit 3 r t in the beginning of 1983 and last for approxi - 
mat C' 1 y 0ni ,yrar after which the running-in o:- t.hf, 
c1ectron o?cration is scheduled. After the first. 
synci~rntronrn~intion run thea two operation nodes will 
altprnatp in pnrio^is of‘ approximate:y l/,7 year. 
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